Now Certified and
Available in the USA

This new partnership between SecureTablePay,
a pay-at-the-table middleware, and Vantiv, the
largest payment processor in the US., means you
are now able to offer a cutting edge, POS agnostic
and fully proven pay-at-the-table application to
your customers. Restaurant guests will have a new
level of security by utilizing EMV chip technology
or contactless payments, along with point-to-point
encryption, and the front of the house can streamline
operations and efficiencies.

SecureTablePay Winning Features
•

Fully certified for the U.S.

•

Proven in the field for more than a decade

•

Works with most POS systems and leading payment
processors

•

EMV chip and sign as well as chip and pin

•

EMV contactless / tap / NFC

•

The Benefits of SecureTablePay

The server does not need to go to the POS station to
close the check as the pinpad pulls the check information
remotely from the POS

•

Servers can view all open tables or a specific one

Secure

•

Pinpads are not paired to a specific POS station
or server

•

Any server or pinpad can view and accept payments for
any table

•

Automatic tip calculator with percentages
and/or dollar amounts

•

Pinpad closes the table and completes full payment
reconciliation remotely so the server does not need
to dock the pinpad between transactions

SecureTablePay delivers not just increased security but increased efficiency
as well: the perfect combination. When you eliminate steps by completing
the payment transaction directly at the table, you reduce time, cost and
risk. And that means greater convenience for the customer and greater
productivity for the server.

•

Multiple language presentation

•

Accepts credit cards, debit cards, gift cards, loyalty and
point cards

•

Works with mobile wallets:
Apple Pay and Android Pay

Universal

•

Bluetooth connectivity to the terminal base

SecureTablePay works with more than 20 top restaurant management
systems. (If you use a system that hasn’t been integrated yet, we’ll work
with you to integrate it quickly and with minimal effort.) And it works with
most leading payment processors, ensuring secure and accurate transaction
processing.

•

Makes POS out of scope for PCI compliance requirements

•

Multichannel ready: wireless for table service, wired
for QSR and drive-thru, and 3G for delivery

People, cards, identities, data: all are more secure with SecureTablePay. Your
customers’ privacy is protected: their cards never leave their hands so there is
no chance of identity theft. Bringing EMV to the table protects the restaurant,
reducing chargebacks and potential fraud. It’s also safer for you. Since the
transaction is processed between the SecureTablePay pinpad and the host
processor, the sensitive and at-risk data that demands rigorous levels of PCI
compliance never touches your POS.

Efficient

